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Abstract—The actual wind turbines are provided with ad-
justable speed generators, like the double feed induction gener-
ator, that are capable to work in variable speed operations.One
of the main advantage of adjustable speed generators is thatthey
improve the system efficiency compared to fixed speed generators
because turbine speed is adjusted as a function of wind speedto
maximize output power. However this systems requires a suitable
speed controller in order to track the optimal wind turbine
reference speed. In this work, an adaptive robust control for
variable speed wind power generator is described. The proposed
robust control law is based on a sliding mode control theory,
that presents a good performance under system uncertainties.
The proposed sliding-mode control law incorporates an adaptive
switching gain, which avoids having to calculate an upper limit
of the system uncertainties that is necessary in the traditional
sliding-mode control laws.

The stability analysis of the proposed controller under dis-
turbances and parameter uncertainties is provided using the
Lyapunov stability theory. Finally simulated results show, on the
one hand that the proposed controller provides high-performance
dynamic characteristics, and on the other hand that this scheme
is robust with respect to plant parameter variations and external
disturbances.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Wind energy is an abundant renewable source of electricity
by converting the kinetic energy of moving air mass into
electricity. One of the most popular wind energy conversion
system is the variable-speed wind turbines (VSWT), because
this wind turbine are capable to track the changes in the wind
speed by adapting shaft speed and thus maintaining optimal
power generation. As it is well known the behavior of the
VSWT is significantly affected by the control strategy used
[1]. The main control objective of VSWT is power efficiency
maximization. To reach this goal, the generator speed should
be regulated in order to maintain the turbine tip speed ratioat
its optimum value despite wind speed variations [2].

This paper investigates a new robust adaptive speed control
method for variable speed wind turbines with Double Fed
Induction Generator (DFIG) [3], [4]. The objective is to make
the rotor speed track the desired speed in spite of system un-
certainties in order to maximize the electric power generation.
This is achieved by regulating the rotor current of the DFIG
using the sliding mode control theory. However the traditional
sliding control schemes requires the prior knowledge of the

upper bound for the system uncertainties because this boundis
employed to calculate the switching gain. Moreover, this upper
bound should be determined as precisely as possible, because
as higher is the upper bound higher value should be considered
for the switching gain, and therefore the control effort will also
be high. This is undesirable in practice because implies higher
control signals and increases the chattering phenomenon.

In order to surmount this drawback, the presented paper
proposes an adaptive law to calculate the switching gain. This
adaptive law avoids the necessity of calculate an upper bound
for the system uncertainties.

II. SYSTEM MODELLING

The power extraction of wind turbine is a function of three
main factors: the wind power available, the power curve of
the machine and the ability of the machine to respond to wind
fluctuation. The expression for power produced by the wind
is given by [5]:

Pm(v) =
1

2
Cp(λ, β)ρπR

2v3 (1)

whereρ is air density,R is radius of rotor,v is wind speed,
Cp denotes power coefficient of wind turbine,λ is the tip-
speed ratio andβ represents pitch angle. The tip-speed ratio
is defined as

λ =
Rw

v
(2)

wherew is the turbine rotor speed. Therefore, if the rotor speed
is kept constant, then any change in the wind speed will change
the tip-speed ratio, leading to the change of power coefficient
Cp, as well as the generated power out of the wind turbine.
However, if the rotor speed is adjusted according to the wind
speed variation, then the tip-speed ratio can be maintainedat
an optimal point, which could yield maximum power output
from the system.

From equations 1 and 2 it is deduced that the input wind
torque is:

Tm(v) =
Pm(v)

w
=
Pm(v)

λv
R

= kv · v
2 (3)

where

kv =
1

2
Cp ρ π

R3

λ
(4)



For a typical wind power generation system, the following
simplified elements are used to illustrate the fundamental work
principle. The system primarily consists of an aeroturbine,
which converts wind energy into mechanical energy, a gear-
box, which serves to increase the speed and decrease the torque
and a generator to convert mechanical energy into electrical
energy.

Driving by the input wind torqueTm, the rotor of the wind
turbine runs at the speedw. The transmission output torque is
then fed to the generator, which produces a shaft torque ofTe
at generator angular velocity ofwe. Note that the rotor speed
and generator speed are not the same in general, due to the
use of the gearbox.

The mechanical equations of the system can be character-
ized by [6]:

Jẇ +Bw = Tm − γTe (5)

whereJ is the equivalent inertia moment of the turbine and the
generator,B and is the equivalent viscous friction coefficient
of the the turbine and the generator,Tm is the wind generated
torque in the turbine,Te is the the generator torque,w is the
angular velocity of the turbine shaft,we is the angular velocity
of the generator rotor andγ = we

w
is the gear ratio.

Now we are going to consider the system electrical equa-
tions. In this work it is used a double feed induction generator.
This induction machine is feed from both stator and rotor
sides. The stator is directly connected to the grid while the
rotor is fed through a variable frequency converter (VFC). In
order to produce electrical active power at constant voltage
and frequency to the utility grid, over a wide operation range
(from subsynchronous to supersynchronous speed), the active
power flow between the rotor circuit and the grid must be
controlled both in magnitude and in direction. Therefore, the
VFC consists of two four-quadrant IGBT PWM converters
(rotor-side converter and grid-side converter) connectedback-
to-back by a dc-link capacitor [7], [8].

The DFIG can be regarded as a traditional induction genera-
tor with a nonzero rotor voltage. Using the stator-flux oriented
reference frame, the d-axis is aligned with the stator flux
linkage vectorψs, and then,ψds=ψs andψqs=0 . This yields
the following relationships [10]:

iqs =
Lmiqr
Ls

(6)

ids =
Lm(ims − idr)

Ls

(7)

ims =
vqs − rsiqs
wsLm

(8)

Te =
−Lmimsiqr

Ls

(9)

Qs =
3

2

wsL
2

mims(ims − idr)

Ls

(10)

vdr = rridr + σLr

diqr
dt

− swsσLriqr (11)

vqr = rriqr + σLr

diqr
dt

(12)

+sws

(

σLridr + L2

mims

Ls

)

(13)

wherews is the rotational speed of the synchronous reference
frame,sws = ws−we is the slip frequency,we is the generator
rotor speed,Ls, Lr, andLm are the stator inductance, rotor
inductance and mutual inductances,respectively andσ = 1 −
L2

m

LsLr

.

Since the stator is connected to the grid, and the influence
of the stator resistance is small, the stator magnetizing current
ims can be considered constant [7]. Therefore, the electromag-
netic torque can be defined as follows:

Te = −KT iqr (14)

whereKT is a torque constant, and is defined as follows:

KT =
Lmims

Ls

(15)

III. DFIG CONTROL SCHEME

The DFIG wind turbine control system generally consists
of two parts: the electrical control on the DFIG and the
mechanical control on the wind turbine blade pitch angle.
Control of the DFIG is achieved controlling the variable
frequency converter, which includes control of the rotor-side
converter (RSC) and control of the grid-side converter (GSC).
The objective of the RSC is to govern both the stator-side
active and reactive powers independently; while the objective
of the GSC is to keep the dc-link voltage constant regardless
of the magnitude and direction of the rotor power. The GSC
control scheme can also be designed to regulate the reactive
power or the stator terminal voltage of the DFIG.

When the wind turbine generator (WTG) operates in the
variable-speed mode, in order to extract the maximum active
power from the wind, the shaft speed of the WTG must be
adjusted to achieve an optimal tip-speed ratioλopt, which
yields the maximum power coefficientCpmax

, and therefore
the maximum power. In other words, given a particular wind
speed, there is a unique wind turbine speed required to achieve
the goal of maximum wind power extraction. The value of
the λopt can be calculated from the maximum of the power
coefficient curves versus tip-speed ratio, which depends ofthe
modeling turbine characteristics.

The power coefficientCp, can be approximated by equation
16 based on the modeling turbine characteristics [9]:

Cp(λ, β) = c1

(

c2
λi

− c3β − c4

)

e

−c5
λi + c6λ (16)

where the coefficientsc1 to c6 depends on the wind turbine
design characteristics, andλi is defined as

1

λi
=

1

λ+ 0.08β
−

0.035

β3 + 1
(17)

The value ofλopt can be calculated from the roots of
the derivative of the equation 16. Then, based on the wind



speed, the corresponding optimal generator speed command
for maximum wind power tracking is determined by:

w∗ =
λopt · v

R
(18)

IV. SPEED CONTROLLER DESIGN

A suitably designed speed controller is essential to track the
optimal wind turbine speed referencew∗ for maximum wind
power extraction. The design of such a speed controller should
take into account the dynamics of the WTG shaft system.

A. Rotor Side Converter Control

The RSC control scheme is expected to achieve the follow-
ing objectives:

1) Regulating the DFIG rotor speed for maximum wind
power capture.

2) Maintaining the DFIG stator output voltage frequency
constant.

3) Controlling the DFIG reactive power.

In the DFIG-based wind generation system, these objectives
are commonly achieved by electrical generator rotor current
regulation on the stator-flux oriented reference frame. From
equations 5 and 14 it is deduced that the wind turbine
speed can be controlled by regulating the q-axis rotor current
components (iqr) while equation 10 indicates that the stator
reactive power (Qs) can be controlled by regulating the d-axis
rotor current components, (ids). Consequently, the reference
values ofiqr andidr can be determined directly fromwr and
Qs references.

Then, from equations 5 and 14 the dynamic equation of the
system is obtained:

ẇ =
1

J
(Tm − γKT iqr −Bw) (19)

= −aw + f − biqr (20)

where the parameters are defined as:

a =
B

J
, b =

γKT

J
, f =

Tm
J

; (21)

Now, we are going to consider the previous mechanical
equation (20) with uncertainties as follows:

ẇ = −(a+△a)w + (f +△f)− (b +△b)iqs (22)

where the terms△a, △b and△f represents the uncertainties
of the termsa, b andf respectively.

Let us define define the speed tracking error as follows:

e(t) = w(t) − w∗(t) (23)

where w∗ is the rotor speed command that provides the
maximum wind power extraction.

Taking the derivative of the previous equation with respect
to time yields:

ė(t) = ẇ − ẇ∗ = −a e(t) + u(t) + d(t) (24)

where the following terms have been collected in the signal
u(t),

u(t) = f(t)− b iqr(t)− aw∗(t)− ẇ∗(t) (25)

and the uncertainty terms have been collected in the signal
d(t),

d(t) = −△aw(t) +△f(t)−△b iqr(t) (26)

In order to compensate the above described system uncer-
tainties, an adaptive sliding control scheme is proposed. In the
sliding control theory, the switching gain must be constructed
so as to attain the sliding condition [11]. In order to meet this
condition a suitable choice of the switching gain should be
made to compensate for the uncertainties.

The sliding variableS(t) is defined with an integral com-
ponent in order to avoid the speed tracking error calculation:

S(t) = e(t) +

∫ t

0

(k + a)e(τ) dτ (27)

wherek is a constant gain.

Then the sliding surface is defined as:

S(t) = e(t) +

∫ t

0

(a+ k)e(τ) dτ = 0 (28)

Now, we are going to design a variable structure speed
controller, that incorporates an adaptive switching gain,in
order to control the wind turbine speed.

u(t) = −k e(t)− φ̂(t)γ sgn(S) (29)

where thek is the gain defined previously,̂φ is the estimated
switching gain,γ is a positive constant,S is the sliding
variable defined in eqn. (27) andsgn(·) is the signum function.

The switching gain̂φ is adapted according to the following
updating law:

˙̂
φ(t) = γ |S(t)| φ̂(0) = 0 (30)

whereγ is a positive constant that let us choose the adaptation
speed for the switching gain.

In order to obtain the speed trajectory tracking, the follow-
ing assumptions should be formulated:

(A 1) The gaink must be chosen so that the term(k + a)
is strictly positive, therefore the constantk should be
k > −a.

(A 2) There exits an unknown finite non-negative switching
gainφ such that

φ > dmax + η η > 0

where dmax ≥ |d(t)| ∀ t and η is a positive
constant.

Note that this condition only implies that the uncer-
tainties of the system are bounded magnitudes, but
the knowledge of this bound is not required.

(A 3) The constantγ must be chosen so thatγ ≥ 1.



Theorem 1: Consider the induction motor given by equa-
tion (22). Then, if assumptions(A 1), (A 2) and (A 3) are
verified, the control law (29) and the adaptation law (30) leads
the wind turbine speedw(t), so that the speed tracking error
e(t) = w(t)−w∗(t) tends to zero as the time tends to infinity.

The proof of this theorem will be carried out using the
Lyapunov stability theory.

Proof : Define the Lyapunov function candidate:

V (t) =
1

2
S(t)S(t) +

1

2
φ̃(t)φ̃(t) (31)

whereS(t) is the sliding variable defined previously and
φ̃(t) = φ̂(t)− φ

Its time derivative is calculated as:

V̇ (t) = S(t)Ṡ(t) + φ̃(t) ˙̃φ(t)

=S · [ė+ (a+ k)e] + φ̃(t)
˙̂
φ(t)

=S · [(−a e+ u+ d) + (k e+ a e)] + φ̃ γ|S|

=S · [u+ d+ k e] + (φ̂− φ)γ|S|

=S ·
[

−k e− φ̂γ sgn(S) + d+ k e
]

+ (φ̂ − φ)γ|S|

=S ·
[

d− φ̂γ sgn(S)
]

+ φ̂γ|S| − φγ|S|

=dS − φ̂γ|S|+ φ̂γ|S| − φγ|S| (32)

≤|d||S| − φγ|S|

≤ |d||S| − (dmax + η)γ|S|

= |d||S| − dmax γ|S| − η γ|S|

≤−η γ|S| (33)

then
V̇ (t) ≤ 0 (34)

It should be noted that in the proof the equations (27), (24),
(29) and (30), and the assumptions(A 2) and(A 3) have been
used.

Using the Lyapunov’s direct method, sinceV (t) is clearly
positive-definite,V̇ (t) is negative definite andV (t) tends to
infinity as S(t) tends to infinity, then the equilibrium at the
origin S(t) = 0 is globally asymptotically stable. Therefore
S(t) tends to zero as the time tends to infinity. Moreover, all
trajectories starting off the sliding surfaceS = 0 must reach
it in finite time and then will remain on this surface. This
system’s behavior once on the sliding surface is usually called
sliding mode [11].

When the sliding mode occurs on the sliding surface (28),
then S(t) = Ṡ(t) = 0, and therefore the dynamic behavior
of the tracking problem (24) is equivalently governed by the
following equation:

Ṡ(t) = 0 ⇒ ė(t) = −(k + a)e(t) (35)

Then, under assumption(A 1), the tracking errore(t) con-
verges to zero exponentially.

It should be noted that, a typical motion under sliding mode
control consists of areaching phase during which trajectories

starting off the sliding surfaceS = 0 move toward it and
reach it in finite time, followed bysliding phase during which
the motion will be confined to this surface and the system
tracking error will be represented by the reduced-order model
(35), where the tracking error tends to zero.

Finally, the torque current command,i∗qr(t), can be obtained
from equations (25) and (29):

i∗qr(t) ==
1

b

[

k e− φ̂ γ sgn(S) + aw∗

m + ẇ∗

m + f
]

(36)

Therefore, the proposed adaptive sliding mode control
resolves the speed tracking problem for the wind turbine
power maximization in the presence of system uncertainties.
Moreover, this wind turbine speed tracking let us obtain the
maximum wind power extraction for all wind speed values
that appears along the time.

B. Grid Side Converter Control

The objective of the GSC control is to keep the dc link
voltage constant regardless of the direction of rotor power
flow. A vector control approach is used, with a reference frame
oriented along the stator (or supply) voltage vector position.
In such scheme, direct axis current is controlled to keep thedc
link voltage constant and quadrature axis current component
can be used to regulate the reactive power flow between the
supply side converter and the supply. All voltage and current
quantities are transformed to a reference frame that rotates
at the same speed as the supply voltage space phase with
the real axis (d-axis) of the reference frame aligned to the
supply voltage vector. At steady state, the reference frame
speed equals the synchronous speed.

The scheme makes use of the supply voltage angle de-
termined dynamically to map the the supply voltage, the
converter terminal voltage and the phase currents onto the new
reference frame.

In the stator voltage oriented reference frame, the d-axis is
aligned to the supply voltage phasorVs, and thenvd = Vs and
vq = 0. Hence, the powers between the grid side converter and
the grid are:

P =
3

2
(vdid + vqiq) =

3

2
vdid (37)

Q =
3

2
(vqid − vdiq) = −

3

2
vdiq (38)

wherevd andvq are the direct and quadrature components of
the supply voltages, andid andiq are the direct and quadrature
components of the stator side converter input currents.

From the previous equations it is observed that the active
and reactive power flow between supply side converter and the
supply will be proportional toid and iq respectively.

The dc power change has to be equal to the active power
flowing between the grid and the grid side converter. Thus,

Ei0s =
3

2
vdid (39)

C
dE

dt
= i0s − i0r (40)



wherei0s is the current between the dc link and the rotor and
i0r is the current between the dc link and the stator.

Therefore from eqn. (39) and (40) is concluded that the dc
link voltage can be controlled using the currentid. The control
scheme utilizes a current control loop with theid demand
being derived from the dc-link voltage error through a standard
PI controller.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we will study the speed regulation perfor-
mance of the proposed adaptive sliding-mode field oriented
control scheme. The objective of this regulation is to maximize
the wind power extraction in order to obtain the maximum
electrical power. In this sense, the wind turbine speed mustbe
adjusted continuously against the wind speed variations.

The simulation are carried out using the Matlab/Simulink
software and the turbine model is the one provided in the
SimPowerSystems library [12].

In this example simulation it is used a variable speed
wind farm with a rated power of 9 MW. The farm consists
of six 1.5 MW wind turbines connected to a 575 V bus
line. The wind turbines use a doubly-fed induction generator
(DFIG) consisting of a wound rotor induction generator and an
AC/DC/AC IGBT-based PWM converter. The stator winding
is connected directly to the 60 Hz grid while the rotor is fed
at variable frequency through the AC/DC/AC converter.

The system has the following mechanical parameters. The
combined generator and turbine inertia constant isJ = 5.04s
expressed in seconds, the combined viscous friction factor
B = 0.01pu in per-unit system (pu), based on the generator
rating and there are 3 pole pairs [12].

In this simulation examples it is assumed that there is an
uncertainty around 20 % in the system parameters, that will
be overcome by the proposed sliding control.

Finally, the following values have been chosen for the
controller parameters,k = 1, γ = 30.

In this case study, the rotor is running at subsynchronous
speed for wind speeds lower than 10 m/s and it is running at
a super-synchronous speed for higher wind speeds. In figure
1, the turbine mechanical power as function of turbine speed
is displayed in for wind speeds ranging from 5 m/s to 16.2
m/s.

In this simulation it is used a variable wind speed, and figure
2 shows the wind speed used in this simulation.

Figure 3 show the reference (dashed line) and the real
generator speed (solid line). As it may be observed, after a
transitory time in which the switching gain is adapted and the
sliding mode is reached, the generator speed tracks the desired
speed in spite of system uncertainties. In this figure, the speed
is expressed in the per unit system (pu), that is based in the
generator synchronous speedws = 125.60rad/s.

However, at timet = 13s a little speed error can be ob-
served. This error appears because the wind torque uncertainty
value is increased from 20% to 30% at this time, and then the
control system lost the so called sliding mode because the
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Fig. 1. Turbine Power Characteristics
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actual sliding gain value is too small to overcome the new
uncertainty introduced in the system due to the new higher
wind torque uncertainty value. But then, after a small time
the switching gain is adapted again so that this gain can
compensate the new system uncertainties and so the generator
speed error is eliminated.

Figure 4 shows the generated active power, whose value
is maximized by our proposed adaptive sliding mode control
scheme. As it can be observed in this figure, at time32s the
mechanical power (and therefore the generated active power)
should be limited by the pitch angle so as not to exceed the
rated power, in order to prevent damages in the the system.

Figure 5 presents the time evolution of the estimated switch-
ing gain. The switching gain value starts from zero and then
it is increased until its value is high enough to compensate for
the system uncertainties. Then from time 2.5 s the sliding gain
is remained constant because the system uncertainties remain
constant as well. Later at time 13s, there is an increment in the
system uncertainties and therefore the sliding gain is adapted
once again in order to overcome the new system uncertainties.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper an adaptive sliding mode vector control for
a doubly feed induction generator, used in variable speed
wind power generation is described. The proposed variable
structure control has an integral sliding surface in order to
relax the requirement of the acceleration signal, that is usual
in conventional sliding mode speed control schemes. Due to
the nature of the sliding control this control technique is robust
under uncertainties that appear in the real systems. Therefore,
the implemented control method allows the turbine to operate
with the optimum power efficiency over a wide range of wind
speed in the presence of system uncertainties. At wind speeds
less than the rated wind speed, the speed controller seeks to
maximize the power according to the maximum coefficient
curve. As result, the variation of the generator speed follows
the slow variation in the wind speed. At large wind speeds,
the power limitation controller sets the blade angle to maintain
rated power in order to prevent the system damages.

Finally, by means of simulation examples, it has been
shown that the proposed design successfully controls the
variable speed wind turbine system because the speed tracking
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objective in order to get the maximum power extraction is
achieved under system uncertainties.
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